contradictions between Cold War legacies and political discourses around the recent war on terror. The urgency by which she confronts historical amnesia and omission and the dire need for verbal and legal justice makes this work unique, crucial, and timely.
Isabelle Thuy Pelaud

San franCiSCo State UniverSity
Transnationalizing Viet Nam: Community, Culture, and Politics This important book explores connections between Viet Nam and its overseas U.S. population from 1975 to 2012 by way of four case studies: transnational popular music, transnational virtual community, ethnic news media depictions of a controversial Vietnamese American artist, and the recall campaign against San Jose's vice-mayor Madison Nguyen over her name choice for the Vietnamese ethnic economy. Valverde's study is based on two decades of longitudinal, multisite, ethnographic research into the lives of Vietnamese Americans in Northern and Southern California and of Vietnamese in Sai Gon (Ho Chi Minh City) and Ha Noi, based mostly on over 250 interviews across all sites. Broadly, the study reveals that extensive transnational connections exist between the overseas community and Viet Nam despite their contentions, and that the players within are diverse along lines of class, generation, and gender. I was most taken with the tailored findings, some of which I thought could have been emphasized much more, such as the construction of "community" as an entity almost synonymous with staunch anticommunism. Ultimately, tensions in the population are over the construction of a Vietnamese identity and past, which are concepts shaped by the U.S. government, the Vietnamese government, and anticommunist American segments. The immigrants, she contends, are an example of the internal, not exogenous, forces that drive a community to painful conflict.
The strength of Transnationalizing Viet Nam is its analysis of multiple and divergent facets of transnational life. I find its greatest strength to be the analysis of the political battles involving Madison Nguyen (red-baited for not complying with the anticommunists' "Little Saigon" moniker). Incisively, Valverde finds that in large part "political discontent" and a sense of threat, not true ideological persuasion, explained the red-baiting here. Her analytic attention to gender in this case is especially laudable. Rather than the more common analysis within transnational studies of how gender changes by way of cultural remittances sent across borders, she addresses how anticommunist ideology was defined by Confucian patriarchy and sexual policing. As these were fascinating but relatively short treatments that tended to be extricated from the vast literature on the topics, I found that these analyses inspired more questions about gendering, such as in the case of the controversial female artist Huynh, and about the role of class and sociocultural citizenship. To be sure, I really appreciated that Valverde made her political allegiance to Madison Nguyen and to an organization that ruptured the anticommunist "monopoly" known and analytically relevant. Needless to say, such a rare choice by a scholar is responsible, courageous, and impressive.
Perhaps what is most significant about Transnationalizing Viet Nam is not only that it is the first book-length study of anticommunism within the Vietnamese American community but the twenty years of research Valverde undertook to realize it. Twenty years (of longitudinal, multisite fieldwork, at that) is almost unheard of. Such a commitment to the research, all despite seemingly inexorable obstacles (e.g., detentions outside of Viet Nam for months at a time; harassment by authorities and locals) must be commended. While I am supremely impressed by the field work and its attention to the macro and micro levels, it is precisely its extraordinary scope that engenders one of my main critiques. That is, theoretical advances proffered by the book do not seem to match the enormous depth and breadth of the data gathered. The relatively short book could have proceeded further in explicating what theoretical literature the findings advanced, challenged, or complexified. For instance, the author states that she analyzes the influences of U.S. government and society, Vietnamese government and society, and anticommunist Vietnamese Americans on the subjects in Viet Nam and diaspora, but surely twenty years of research would reveal tensions within each governmental regime. Yet, both regimes are treated mostly as monoliths in the book. We hear largely (and understandably) about a human-rights-abusing Vietnamese state coming to terms with market economics and the need to draw in its diaspora, but what of the internal conflicts or the entities that work at cross-purposes and how these relate to the migrant brethren or the U.S. state? What about the various wings and contradictions within American capitalist democracy itself? More specifically, we do not hear enough about the linkages between (various elements of) the U.S. state and the anticommunist Vietnamese American factions, especially how each might bolster or reify the other's power. Perhaps the author could have explored these dynamics had she conceptualized transnationalism not just as migrants' multistranded connections across borders but also as the fundamental connections between nation-states. It seemed that the various levels of transnationality needed to be more clearly specified and their comprehensive nature more carefully addressed. The study also left me with the following questions: What does the wealth of data reveal empirically or analytically about the function that anticommunism serves for the entire community, not just the leaders who were embracing it to compensate for lost homelands and destabilized Confucianism, masculinity, and wealth? In addition, how did the coexistence of model minority and internal foreigner constructions of Vietnamese/Asian Americans, not just the latter, manifest in relations between the U.S. state and the Vietnamese American community or in the anticommunists' policing of community identity? Readers might have had more of a sense of the answers if they knew more about the research design. As the interviewees' "thoughts, voices, and experiences form the core of th[e] book" (3) we needed to know more about who the nonfeatured interviewees were, what the main ethnographic sites were in all locales, and why or how any of these were selected.
On balance, Transnationalizing Viet Nam is a welcome bridge between Asian and Asian American studies. It intervenes in the transnational literature by way of innovative methodology and related analytical lenses. The book is elegantly written and argued with great aplomb, and it would be valuable for scholars, graduate students, and undergraduates interested not only in the broader areas but in art and cultural politics, community and municipal politics, technology and virtual communities, and identity in cross-border context.
Nadia Y. Kim loyola MaryMoUnt UniverSity
